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I. Introduction 

MHAworks, PA prepared this Feasibility Study for the Town of Chapel Hill 

(TOCH) in accordance with the tasks outlined in an Agreement between MHAworks. PA 

and TOCH dated May 22, 2008. The engineering team for this study includes FDH 

Engineering (Neil Kuplic. PE), Raleigh. NC. for structural engineering and Sigma 

Engineered Solutions (Massoud Eftekhar, PE), Raleigh, NC, for utility engineering. 

The purpose of this study is to identify and evaluate potential buildable area as 

well as the number of stories that can be added to the top level (plaza level) of the 

existing Wallace Parking Facility. 

This report is intended to provide sufficient infannation to assist TOCH in future 

planning for the plaza level. 



Image 3. POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT ON THE 

PLAZA LEVEL OF WALLACE PARKING FACILITY 

II. Scope of Work 

Per Agreement between MHAwohs, PA and TOCH, this report is providing: 

1 A summary statement of the feasibility of adding one or more stories of enclosed 

area on the top level of the existing structure. The area limits of construction will 

be noted. 

2. Conceptual plans indicating allowable buildable areas. 

3. Analysis of utility system, sewer, water, electrical capabilities and note any 

upgrades which may need to be made, such as, a larger electrical service box. 

4. A structural statement specifically defining the plaza level additional capacity, if 

any, given current building code requirement. This statement will be relative to 

the additional capacity that would not require significant structural modification of 

the existing structure. 

5. Additional building code reviews for exit ways, fire separations, mixed use 

potential and accessibility requirement, both pedestrian and vehicular. 

6. A statement of required versus available sewices such as deliveries of materials 

and trash removal. 

7. A statement of probable construction costs on a per square foot basis. 

8. A brief listing of potential "green' energy saving items. 

9. Meeting notes from a pre-review conference with the North Carolina Department 

of Insurance. 
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lmage 4. CONCEPT SKETCH FOR 10,000 SQUARE FOOT ADDITION 

Ill. Executive Summary 

This study demonstrates the ability to construct a single or Mo-story structure on 

top of the existing Wallace Parking Facility. The study demonstrates that the original 

1991 design intent to build a 10.000 -12,000 square foot addition is still valid, as the 

existing selvice utiliies are adequate and the facility is structurally sound. Conclusions: 

1. It is possible to build at least a 10,000 square foot addition on the plaza level of 

the existing parking facility without modifying existing structure or adding utilities; 

2. The existing water and sewer utilities are adequate to build up to 30,000 square 

feet without rnaior upgrades; 

3. Electrical service would require minor modification above 5,000 square feet, but 

the required capacity is readily available: 

4. The existing structure is suitable to buiid a one story addition over virtually the 

entire plaza without seismic upgrades; 

5. Most existing Life Safety components comply with the current NC State Building 
I Code, although all handrails need to be 2 inches higher and guardrails need to 

be provided on the stairways between flights; 

6. The delivery and trash removal services should not be affeded by an addition. 

The frequency of the services might require an increase in weekly emptying: 

7. The probable price of the new construction would be approximately 5200 per 

square foot depending on amenities provided. 

Concept sketches provide ideas of possible Wallace Paming Facility 

development. Image 4 represents a 10,000 square foot buiMing located on the West 

side of the plaza and complies with original 1991 design. lmage 5 shows additional 

potential expansion. 

lmage 5. CONCEPT SKETCH FOR ADDITIONAL EXPANSION 
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IV. Major Developmental Elements 
As noted in the Structural repott, Section IV-3, the weight of the existing planters, 

I 
1. ARCHITECTURAL soil, trees and plants once removed would be replaced with the new conventional metal 

frame structure. The new weight per square foot cannot exceed the existing removed 

The Wallace Parking Facility built in 1992 is located on Rosemary Street in 

Chapel Hill. The Facility is close to public transportation and within walking distance of 

the UNC campus. This parking facility was designed in 1991 by MHAworks, PA, 

formerly Michael Hining Architects. 

The Facility covers approximately 35,000 square feet of area with five split level 

parking tiers. The parking levels are connected with vehicular ramps, stairs and an 

elevator. There are bathroom facilities at the level of the South Alley. An ElectricaVUtility 

room is located beneath the bathrooms. An Elevator Machinery room is adjacent to the 

elevator shaft located on the North side. The top level serves as a pedestrian plaza 

connecting the South Alley and Rosemary Street via stairs and elevator. 

The open top level (pedestrian plaza) is a structural concrete slab with concrete 

topping. Trees and shrubs in brick masonry planters complete the landscaping features. 

The original 1991 design allowed forthe construction of 10,000 to 12,000 square 

feet of building at the West end of the plaza level (Image 6). This addition would be 

accommodated by replacing the existing landscaping features with the new structure. 

Service utility connections for the addition already exist for the sprinkler system. Water 

and sewer stub-outs are located in the utility room. Electrical service connections are 

accessible from manholes surrounding the facility. The existing elevator has the 

capacity to selve the addition. 

This study concludes that plumbing and electrical utilities and structural basis are 

available to build at least a 10,000 square foot building. Additional expansion up to 

30,000 square feet will not require major modifications to the existing utility systems, 

except electrical services. This is discussed in more detail on Section IV-6 of this report. 

dead load of the plaza level by more than 5%, unless the structure is brought fully into 

compliance with current Building Code and structural requirements. Given these added 

structural, and other requirements, it is recommended that any addition not exceed 2 

stories in height. 

If the new construction occurs on the West side of the plaza, an additional exit 

from the plaza level via stair or bridge to the adjacent high rise building would be 

required to provide sufficient exit access travel distance (per NCSBC T1015.1) and 

avoid the creation of a dead end condition. 

We recommend eliminating the public bathroom facilities located along the 

alleyway and converting this space into a new utility room to serve the addition. The 

existing bathrooms are not currently utilized and new toilet facilities could be provided in 

the addition. 

Based on existing design, the Wallace Parking Facility has a Category II 

Importance Factor (NCSBC T1604.5). That portion of the Code indicates that none of 

the individual spaces in the new building should exceed 1.500 net square feet or 300 

occupants: the total building occupancy should not exceed 5,000. If these numbers are 

exceeded, the entire structure would need to be upgraded to a stricter seismic category. 

Those stricter seismic design requirements will vary depending on number of 

occupants. This does not mean that increased occupancy is out of the question, or even 

unreasonable, only that it will require addiiional bracing, etc. Potential strategies to 

improve seismic design are described in Structural section IV.3 of this report. A final 

seismic design will require a more established building program, which is beyond the 

scope of this study. 
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Image 6. ADDITION AND POTENTIAL EXPANSION ON THE PLAZA LEVEL 
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2. LIFE SAFETY 

I 
The existing life safety elements appear to comply with the current Building NCSBC T602, the fire rating for exterior walls is required to be 1 hour where distance is 

Code, with the exception that the handrails on the stairs and the pedestrian ramps are less than 10 feet. A one hour rating is provided in accordance with the prescription 

currently 32 inches high and newer Building Code requires them to be a minimum 34 

inches high. The addition of 42 inch guardrails is required in the stairways between the 

stair flights. The building has a sufficient number of exits, located as required by current 

Building Code. Fire protection meets current Building Code requirements. The structure 

is fully sprinklered and equipped with dry stand pipes. 

On July 3, 2008 the design team met with the NC Department of Insurance to 

discuss Building Code issues with an addition to the plaza level. If the addition does not 

exceed 20,000 square feet in case of Assembly occupancy, does not exceed 

1,000 occupants, then the NC DO1 would not review the project. Reviews would be 

done through the TOCH Building Inspections Division. 

Possible building scenarios were discussed - from 10.000 square feet of added 

space up to 35,000 square feet. Neither of the anending NC DO1 Code Consultants 

expressed any obvious or potential probiems. If the addition exceeds 20,000 square 

feet or 1,000 occupants for Assembly Group, the NC DO1 requires submittal of a 

detailed structural repotl on both new and existing structures for review. 

The 2006 NC State Building Code review showed that the existing parking 

structure is an S-2 occupancy building and a type llB construction (NCSBC 31 1.3, 

602.2). The maximum floor area allowed is 50,000 square feet (NCSBC T406.3.5). The 

existing plaza area is approximately 35,000 square feet. 

The fire separation distances from existing buildings to the parking facility were 

reviewed. The property line is located as shown on image 4. The fire separation 

distance varies from 0 to 11 lee1 along the South Alley: from 0 to 6 feet at Rosemary 

Street: from 0 to 7 feet at the East snd; and it is 5 feet along the West end. According to 

method in the NCSBC T720.1(2) 4. The proposed addition would have no effect on the 

fire ratings of the existing buildings. Fire truck access route would be maintained as is. 

Unlimited unprotected exterior wall openings are permitted per NCSBC T704.8 

footnotes "c" & "g". Vertical separation of openings is not required in the existing parking 

facility (NCSBC 704.9 Exceptions 2.33). 

The addition on the plaza level would be considered a change of building use 

from single occupancy to mixed occupancy (NCSBC 302.3). Section 508.7 in the 

NCSBC requires provision of a horizontal fire separation between the existing open 

pahing garage and a new building. This separation is required to be 2 hours (NCSBC 

T302.3.2) and can be reduced to 1 hour per NCSBC 302.3.2 Exception. The existing 

concrete slab provides the required fire separation. A new addition would have to 

comply with the area and height limitations in NCSBC Section 503 for the type of 

occupancy. The type llB construction for various occupancies would limit the area to the 

approximate size of the plaza. If the addition is not classified as type 116 construction, 

the entire building will have to comply with the strictest requirements of the two building 

types. In addition, the exits from the new building through the existing parking tiers 

would have to be separated by a 2 hour fire barrier. Additional stair or bridge to the 

adjacent high rise building would be required to comply with exit requirements. 
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3. STRUCTURAL 

The Wallace Parking Facility is constructed of cast-in-place concrete with 

reinforcing steel and with post-tensioned cables. The structure is in a generally east- 

west orientation with columns along each side (north and south) and with a column line 

located at the middle of the structure. There are two on-grade levels, one at 457.0' and 

one at 462.0' located on either side (north and south) of the center column line. The 

elevated levels on the north side of the structure are located at 467.0'. 477.0' and 489.0' 

(plaza level). The elevated levels on the south side of the structure are located at 

472.0' and 483.0' (plaza level). Expansion joints separate the parking structure from 

adjoining stair towers, elevator towers and adjoining cast-in-place retaining walls. 

The parking structure was designed per the 1978 edition of the North Carolina 

Building Code (NCBC) and per the 1989 edition of the American Concrete Institute (ACI 

318-89). Our current design data analysis is per the 2006 edition of the NCSBC which 

references the 2002 edition of the ACI and the 2002 edition of the American Society of 

Civil Engineers (ASCE). No design wind, snow or seismic information was noted on the 

existing drawings which are dated March 29. 1991. Design INe loads which are noted 

on the drawings consist of a typical live load of 50 psf. a stair live load of 100 psf and a 

plaza live load of I00 psf. 

Cast-in-place reinforced caisson foundations were designed to bear in rock with 

a 50 kips per square foot (ksf) allowable bearing pressure while the ground supported 

structural elements were designed for an allowable soil bearing pressure of 4.8 ksf. 

The structure was designed for a future bridge on the west end, near the north west 

comer. Typical masonry faced plaza level walls are detailed on existing drawings. 

Planters with varying depths of soil are also located on the plaza level along with 

walking areas surtaced with masonry pavers. The design of the concrete beams and 

slabs on the plaza level should havt. taken Into account the live load of 100 psf and the 

dead load of Ule masonry faced wails. planters and the pavers. The design of each 

beam line (TB-2, TBBA, TB-3 and TB-7) accounted for the plaza live load of I00 psf 

and the worst case dead load of 4,440 pounds per linear foot (plf) of the plaza which 

occurs at the planter areas. 

Removing the existing dead load items on the plaza level noted above (masonry 

faced walls, planters and pavers) would generate capacity to incorporate new dead 

loads in their place (see dead load analysis Appendix 2). Any new live load incorporated 

into the design will be 100 psf or less, therefore no increase and a possible decrease in 

the design live load will be recognized (see live load analysis Appendix 2). Per NCSBC 

sections 1614.1.1.2 and 1614.1.1.3, if an addition that is not structurally independent 

from the existing structure and "the addition does not increase the seismic forces in any 

structural element of the existing structure by more than 5 percent, unless the element 

has the capacity to resist the increased forces determined in accordance with Sections 

1613 through 1622 and "Additions do not decrease the resistance of any structural 

element of the existing structure by more than 5 percent cumulative since the original 

construction, unless the element has the capacity to resist the forces determined in 

accordance with Sections 1613 through 1622,' a seismic analysis of the existing 

structure is not required. These two sections provide that, under the above 

assumptions, the existing structure would not be required to be re-designed and 

modified to resist the effects of earthquake motions as a result of the addition of a one 

or two-story structure as described. 

The building must be reviewed for plan configuration irregularities both 

horizontally and Vertically per NCSBC 1616.5. Presently the horizontal plan is regular 

per NCSBC Table 1616.5.1.1 and the vertical pian is regular per NCSBC Table 

1616.5.1.2. 
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The vefiical structure must be reviewed with the addition in place to confirm if a soft 

story exists (NCSBC Table 1616.5.1.2 items t a and t b) where the lateral stiffness of 

one stoly is less than either 70 or 60 percent of the story above. The structure must 

also be reviewed with the addition to confirm if a weight (mass) irregularity exists. This 

condition exists when "...the effective mass of any story is more than 150 percent of the 

effective mass of an adjacent story. A roof that is lighter than the floor below need not 

be considered." 

The building must also be analyzed for global strength and stiffness, load paths 

and component detailing. If deficiencies are found, several rehabilitation techniques 

can be employed which include adding new elements for shearllateral loads. This could 

include adding masonry walls anached to the existing concrete structure or this could 

also include enhancing the existing structure which requires verifying the existing 

concrete columns' lateral capacity. 

The existing structure appears to have an adequate amount of columns in the 

east to west direction to resist lateral loads due to wind andior seismic forces. The 

existing structure may need to have additional lateral capacity in the north to south 

direction where there are three columns per bay width. If additional capacity is required 

in this direction, it can be in the form of shear walls or bracing at specific intervuis, most 

likely not at each column line. The reinforcing detailing of the concrete columns must 

also be reviewed to confirm it also meets the standards of the new NCSBC and ACI 

codes. 

I 

Image 8. REMOVIAL OF EXISTING DEAD LOAD 
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4. DOMESTIC WATER, FIRE PROTECTION, STORM 

DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 

The existing structure has adequate piping for fire protection, domestic water. 

and sewer utilities. The available documents show that the 6 main water line also 

provided for a separate irrigation water system. However, the actual line feeding the 

irrigation system is connected to the 3" water main. The pipe sizes are sufficient to 

support a 12.000 square foot addition of office buildings or other assemblies. Maximum 

additional area that the existing utilities can supporl is approximately 25,000 - 30,000 

square feet using Use Group A3 of Table 403.1 of the 2006 NC Plumbing Code. 

Any addition larger than 25,000 square feet and with an occupancy ioad of more 

than 800 people would require an upgrade of the domestic water and sewer pipes 

sewices. 

Existing main water and sewer lines are located in the main entrance to the deck. 

There is an 8x12 tee in the middie of Rosemary Street. The 8' line comes to the 

building and it reduces down to a 6 line. This 6 line feeds the existing 3" domestic 

water pipe and also provides water for the dry spdnkler piping system. The Wallace 

Deck is equipped with dry pipe sprinkler system as well as a dry stand pipe system. 

The 3 domestic water line is equipped with a Double Check Valve back flow 

preventer. This line is large enough for approximately 300 water fixture units or 20 

toilets. 8 urinals, and 10 sinks. 

With new fixtures using less water for proper operation, the number of water 

fixture units or fixture types can easily match the number of drain fixture units listed 

below. 

The 6 main water line through a 1" meter also provides for a separate irrigation 

water system. The parking deck office has a separate water meter. A 1 W line feeds 

the bathrooms in this area. 

Storm drain piping carries rain wator down to the lowest level of the deck and via 

duplex sump pumps. water is sont to the city main storm system. 

There is an existing 5 sewer main where pipes from existing toilets connect. The 

sewer line from each bathroom is a 4" Cl pipe or equivalent of 10 toilets, 5 urinals and 6 

sinks. The 5 sewer pipe is large enough for approximately 360 drainage fixture units or 

approximately 22 toilets, 12 urinals, and about 14 sinks. If total plumbing fixture unit 

count exceeds 360 drainage fixture units, the sewer and water pipes would need be 

upgraded 

A separate 4 sewer line leaves the bathrooms in the office area on the norlh 

side of the parking deck at street level. 

5. HVAC AND NATURAL GAS SERVICE 

The existing facility does not use natural gas; however, a 2' line in the alleyway 

on the south side of the deck sewes adjacent businesses. Gas is available on 

Rosemary street, but new setvice would be required if the new addition requires natural 

gas. 

The only HVAC in the facility is for the existing office area. The office area is 

heated and cooled via a split system air to air heat pump. The parking deck has enough 

exterior openings that mechanical ventilation is not required. The elevator machine 

room is ventilated using a propeller typs wall mounted fan and is thermostatically 

controlled. 



6. POWER, FIRE ALARM, CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION 

AND INTERCOM SYSTEMS 

The existing structure's power requirements are sewed by a 300 ampere, 

480Yl277 volt main distribution panel fed from a Duke Power pad-mounted transformer 

which is situated adjacent to the east side of parking facility. This main distribution panel 

serves the elevator, sump pumps, lighting, fire alarm equipment, existing office space, 

and all other motors and equipment currently located in the parking facility. Based on 

record documents, the available capacity in the main distribution panel would be 

sufficient in size to support an additional 5,000 square feet of conditioned office space 

or other assemblies without modifications to existing service. There are numerous 

electrical manholes located in close proximity to the parking structure and it is assumed 

that additional electrical capacity is readily obtainable should the scope of renovations 

necessitate additional power. Thus far in our assessment of the available capacity, 

logistics of gelling new primaby service to the building and associated cost have not 

been coordinated with Duke Power. 

There is an eight zone fire alarm control panel located in the existing office area 

and a fire alarm system which consists of manual pull stations, homistrobes, smoke and 

heat detectors, and eievator controls. While the current system appears to be in good 

working condition, the existing control panel does not have adequate capacity for 

expansion beyond as current use. It is recommended that a new addressable fire alarm 

control panel with compatible devices be installed to accommodate any additional 

buiiding area and that the new davicss and coverage extend into the existing parking 

structure to replace fire alarm devices currently in use. 

There is a scream alarrn/intercom system and CCTV system installed with 

controls and monitoring cupabilitias located in the facility supervisois office. It is 

unclear if these systems are expandable to provide coverage to additional square 

footage of building space. These security measures are typically customized to 

occupant usage and it is recommended that a new system be designed and installed to 

meet the Ownefs needs in any proposed buiiding space. 

7. DELIVERY AND TRASH REMOVAL SERVICES 

The deliveries to the existing buildings and trash removal sewices utilize the 

South Alley. The dumpsters located at south-west of Wallace property are used by 

owners and tenants of surrounding buildings. The addition to the Wallace parking facility 

would not change the existing conditions significantly. More frequent service might be 

required depending on type of occupancy of a new building. 
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Image 9. EXISTING PARKING FACILITY 

NATURAL VENTlLATtON AND DAY LIGHTING 

(CONTRIBUTION TO SUSTAINABLE DESIGN) 

8. SUSTAINABLE DESIGN OUTLINE 

The building has strong potential for acquiring LEED Certification: 

It is located on a developed site; 

It has access to public transportation routes; 

It is within walking distance to basic services, such as banks, places of worship. 

fire station, pharmacy, restaurants, museum, major university, Town Hall, etc; 

The credit in Alternative Transpoitalion can be earned by providing bicycle 

storage and showeringlchanging facilities; 

The existing parking garage can also contribute by providing preferred parking 

for low-emitting and fuel-efficient vehicles: 

Open space can be maximized by minimizing the proposed building footprint - 

point for Maximizing Open Space; 

Heat Island Effect can be reduced as the existing garage is entirely covered 

parking; 

Heat Island Effect can be also reduced by using high index solar reflective 

roofing. Existing vegetated parking garage roof would contribute to the reduction 

if a porlion remains on the plaza: 

Light pollution can be reduced by using low interior and exterior light levels at 

night and avoiding off-site lighting; 

Water efficient landscaping and no potable water use for landscaping are 

potential points for cerlification. Also, potable water use can be reduced by 

utilizing high efficiency plumbirig fixtiiics; 

The building east-west orientation makas it fraslbie to install various sources of 

on-site renewable energy. such as sol;ii i:i>llecton. Along with the energy 

savings it may bring the opportunity fii~ i>i,oiilc of ;ill ages to explore and study 

the renewable sources of energy; 



. The long northem exposure allows for use of day-lighting as an energy reduction 

element; 

Existing recycling programs and waste management should be maintained in the 

proposed and existing buildings; 

It is possible to use rapidly renewable materials such as bamboo, wool, cotton 

insulation, linoleum and locally grown wood in the new construction, as well as 

recycled materials; 

Low-emitting VOC materials - paints, adhesives, sealants - would provide a 

series of credits in the Indoor Environmental Quality category. 

A smoke free facility helps with LEED Celtification. 
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V. Probable Construction Costs 

It is estimated that the probable construction cost would be approximately $200 per 

square foot of addition in today's dollars . This will vary depending on building amenities, such 

as upgraded finishes and details. 

The majot influence factors affecting the cost are as follow: 

Increasing Factors: Decreasing Factors: 

a. Tight urban site location: a. Existing structural foundation; 

b. Trallic management; b. Adequate staging area: 

c. Current higher material costs c. Little site work; 

d. Public aspect of project d. Construction of parking spaces is not required; 

e. Utilities available at site; 

f. Current construction "slow-down" may result in lower labor costs. 

These numbers are based on 2008 prices. The inflation factor which would need to be 

added is estimated to be 8 to t O  percent per year. 
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1 VI. Conclusions 

It is possible to build at least a 10,000 square foot addition on the plaza level of 

the existing parking facility without modifying existing structure or adding utilities; 

The existing water and sewer utilities are adequate to build up to 30,000 square 

feet without major upgrades; 

Electrical service would require minor modification above 5,000 square feet, but 

the required capacity is readily available: 

The existing structure is suitable to buiid a one stoly addition over virtually the 

entire plaza without seismic upgrades; 

Most existing Life Safety components comply with the current NC State Building 

Code, although handrails need to be 2 inches higher and guardrails need to be 

provided on the stailways between flights; 

The deiively and trash removal services should not be affected by an addition. 

The frequency of the services might require an increase; 

The probable price of the new const~ction would be approximateiy $200 por 

square foot depending on amenities provided. 
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Appendix 2. DESIGN LOADS 

Occupancy Category I1 (NCSBC Table 1604.5) (Structure with congregate load Basic Structural System: (NCSBC 1617.6.2) 

less than 300. occupant load less than 5.000) Ordinary reinforced concrete moment frames R=3 (Existing) (3G) 

lmpoltance Factors (NCSBC Table 1604.5) Special reinforced masonry shear walls R=S (New) (IF) 

Wind 1 .OO Ordinary reinforced concrete shear walls R=S (New) (2F) 

Snow 1 .OO Seismic Use Group: I (NCBC 1616.2.2) (ASCE Table 9.1.3) 

Seismic 1 .OO Spectral Response Acceleration: Sms = 0.361 Sml = 0.251 

R w f  Live Load: 20 psf (NCSBC 1607.11.2.1) Seismic Design Category: C (NCSBC Table 1616.3.2) 

Design Roof Live Load: 20 psf Site Classification: D (NCSBC Table 1615.1.1) 

Analysis Procedure: Equivalent (NCSBC 1617.4) (ASCE 9.5.5) V = CsW 

Basic wind speed: 90 mph (NCSBC Figure 1609) 

Exposure: B (NCBC 1609.4.2) Lateral design Control: Seismic Wind 

Snow: 

Ground snow load (pg): 15 psf (NCSBC Figure 1608.2) Architectural Components required to be anchored per 1621.1 (9.6.1.2.; 9.6.2) 

Design snow load (pf): 11 psi (ASCE 7.3) (If lp is > 1 .O) component anchorage design is required 

Design snow load (ps): 11 psf (ASCE7.4) 

Floor Live Loads: (NCBC Table 1607.1) 

Lobbies: 100 psf 

Movable seating: 100 psf 

Fixed seating: 60 psf 

Office: 50 psf 

Retail (2nd floor): 75 psf 

Corridors: 100  st 

Mech. and Elect. Components required to be anchored per 1621.1 (9.6.1.4; 9.6.3) 

(If ip is > 1.0) component anchorage design is required 

SOIL BEARING CAPACITIES: 

Field Test: NIA 

Presumptive Bearing Capacity: 4800 psf 

Pile size, type, and capacity: NIA 

WlND ANALYSIS: 

BASIC DESIGN WlND PRESSURE q = 20 2 tlSI. 
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The sample area (11,800 SF) of the plaza was used below for load calculations. The collected data was extrapolated on the entire plaza 

Existing Dead Load Analysis 1 New Dead Load Analysis 

Planters 

Assume 2.5' earth fill 

Assume 2.5" lightweight topping slab 

3 0  soil x 80 psf = 200 psf 

2.5 LW conc. = 2.5112 x 1 lo = 22 psf 

Total dead load = 222 psf 

Paved Areas 

Assume 2.5" lightweight topping slab 

Brick pavers : 2.62514 x 39 = 26 psf 

2.5" LW conc. = 22 psf 

Pavers = 26 psf 

Total dead load = 48 psf 

Brick Knee Walls 

Assume 3' High, 12' cmu grout solid = 123 psf 

4" brick, 3' high = 120 plf one side only at planters 

CMU = 123 plf 

Brick = 120 pit 

Topping slab = 0 

Total Dead load = 243 plf 

New first level dead load 

2" LW Topping slab 2112~ llO= 18psf 

Marble flooring = 20 psf 

MisdFumishings = 20 psf 

Total = 58 psf 

Total = 58 psf x 20 ' O.C. = 1 1  60 plf 

New Roof Dead Load 

Metal deck, no ballast, bar joists. MPE (7 psf) = -25 psf 

New Second Floor level Load 

1 '  26 ga deck, 3" LW conc. = 24 psf 

Joists = - 3 psf 

MPE = - 8 psf 

D L = -  15psf 

Total Dead Load = 50 psf 

New Live Load Analysis 

New Live Loadper NCSBC 

AssemblyILobbies =I00 psf 

Assembly- Fixed Seats = 60 psf 
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Additional dead load onto beams 63 20'on center 

. 
Column Lines 718 

A Planter 

222 psf x 20 = 4440 plf 4440 

B PaversIPlanter 

Pavers= 13.67x48=416plf 

Planter = 5 x 222 = 11 10 plf 

Wall = 243 plf 

Total = 2009 plf 

Column Lines 516 

C Pavers 

18.67 x 48 = 896 

Plf 

wall = 213 plf 

Total = 11 09 plf 

D PaveruWalVPlanter 

Pavers = 8.67 x 48 = 416 plf 

Wall = 243 plf 

Planter = 10 x 222 = 2220 plf 

Total = 2879 plf 

Net Dead LoadpM 

(exist - new) 

3280 plf 

1 849 plf 

-51 plf 

1719 plf 

Net Dead Loadpsf Net Second Level Live Load 

(net dl - roof dl - floor dl) 

(PT Force) 

42 psf 

/ 164 psf 

-3 psf 

86 psf 

/ 89 psf / TB2 

78 psf 

11 psf 
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Column Lines 314 

E PlanterIPavers 

Planter = 15 x 222 = 3330 plf 

Pavers = 4 x 48 = 192 

Wall = 243 

Total = 3546 ~ l f  3546 

F PaversiPlanting 

Pavers = 14 x 48 = 672 

Wall = 243 

Planting = 4.67 x 222 = 1037 

Total = 1952 plt 1952 

2386 plf 

1 792 plf 

119 psf 

40 psf 

44 osf 

Note: Even though there is a low net dead load or low net live load, there is adequate capacity since beam Post Tension (PT) farce is 

the same as the beam at column lines 718 which has a net second level live load of 89 psf. There most likely is more available 

net second floor live load which can be determined upon futther analyfical evaluation. 


